
Y2M OXYGEN EPK: Rising Afrobeat Star
MakingWaves with Infectious Beats and
Electrifying Performances

BIOGRAPHY

Welcome to the electronic press kit (EPK) of Y2m Oxygen, an Afrobeat music artist
who is setting the music scene ablaze with his electrifying sound and vibrant
performances. With his unique blend of Afrobeat, amapiano, and afro-fusion genre.
Y2m Oxygen is making waves in the music industry, capturing the hearts of fans
worldwide with his infectious beats, captivating lyrics, andmagnetic stage presence.
Get ready to dive into the world of Y2m Oxygen and discover why he is the next rising
star in the Afrobeat genre.
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Artist Bio:
Y2m Oxygen, born as Yekini Mosuru, is a Nigerian singer, songwriter, music producer
and performer. Hailing from Ibadan, Nigeria, Y2m Oxygen discovered his passion for
music at a young age and has been honing his craft ever since. He draws inspiration
from his African roots and his experiences growing up in Lagos and Ibadan; Y2m
Oxygen's music is a reflection of his unique blend of cultures, influences, and
emotions. His powerful vocals, catchy melodies, and engaging performances have
garnered him a dedicated fanbase and critical acclaim in the music industry.

Music:
Y2m Oxygen's music is a fusion of Afrobeat, amapiano, and afro-fusion, characterized
by his smooth vocal delivery, infectious rhythms, and relatable lyrics as mentioned
earlier. He has released several hit singles, including "Owo (amapiano)", "Hustle",
"Tunes", "Jinja", "one millie", "sex and love", and "Lofe".
His song; Hustle is a trend gathering large numbers of streams/downloads and was
highly accepted by the masses which earned him Artist of the week on somemusic
stores. The visual to the song was shot in the city of Lagos and Ibadan expressing the
whole story about the song in the o�cial music video.

In 2022, he released several hit singles including Owo (Amapiano), Tunes featuring
Isolate Arafada, Jinja featuring Dj Kamol, Aborintayin and Osyzae with visuals, One
Millie is also an hit single which was popular in many cities and played in many radio
stations. One millie is a drill jam infused with African afro vibes.

2023 is a year of new innovation, Y2m Oxygen features Trinidad Canadian female
Rapper/Singer Trinisha Browne in a song titled “sex and love” and the song gathered
thousands of streams on Spotify.Y2m Oxygen is currently working on a new amapiano
jam titled “Mayan” which will be one of the most played bangers soon. Mayan is a
dance track with amapiano style and has its own unique dance steps which will be
available onmany digital stores worldwide on 11th August 2023.

Live Performances:
Y2m Oxygen is renowned for his electrifying live performances that leave audiences
mesmerized. His energetic stage presence, captivating dance moves, and powerful
vocals create an unforgettable experience for his fans. He has performed at numerous
concerts, festivals, and events in Nigeria and beyond, sharing the stage with topmusic
artists and leaving a lasting impression with his electrifying performances.
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Achievements:
Y2m Oxygen's talent and hard work have been recognized by the music industry,
earning him several accolades and achievements. Some of his notable achievements
include:

● Nominee for the "Rookie of the Year" at the City People Music Awards in 2020.
● Featured onmajor music platforms and playlists, including Apple Music,

Spotify, and Audiohitlab.
● Garnered thousands of streams and views on various music streaming

platforms and YouTube.

Social Media:
Y2m Oxygen has a strong presence on social media, where he actively engages with his
fans and shares updates about his music, performances, and personal life. Follow him
on the following social media platforms to stay connected with the latest news and
updates:

● Instagram:@y2moxygen
● Twitter: @y2moxygen
● Facebook: @y2moxygen
● YouTube: Y2m Oxygen
● Tiktok: @y2moxygen
● Spotify: Y2m Oxygen
● Apple Music: Y2m Oxygen
● Audiohitlab: @y2moxygen

Press Quotes:
"Y2m Oxygen's music is a breath of fresh air in the Afrobeat genre, with his unique
blend of infectious beats, relatable lyrics, and powerful vocals." - Afrobeats360

"Y2m Oxygen's performances are electrifying, leaving audiences mesmerized and
craving for more. He is definitely a rising star in the music industry." -
NaijaVibes.com

"Y2m Oxygen is a force to be reckoned with in the Afrobeat scene, with his distinct
sound and dynamic performances captivating fans worldwide." - Audiohitlab.com

"Y2m Oxygen's music is a reflection of his African heritage and his experiences, with
lyrics that are relatable and empowering. He is a rising talent to watch in the music
industry." - Naijabanger.com
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Bookings and Contact:
For bookings, interviews, sponsorship, collaborations, or other inquiries, please
contact Y2m Oxygen's management team at:
Email: y2moxygen@gmail.com
Phone: +234-9082177704 or +2348117148970

Conclusion:
Y2m Oxygen is an Afrobeat music artist who is making waves in the music industry
with his unique sound, captivating performances, and empowering lyrics. With his
infectious beats, powerful vocals, and engaging stage presence, he has gained a
dedicated fanbase and earned critical acclaim. From his hit singles to his electrifying
live performances, Y2m Oxygen continues to establish himself as a rising star in the
Afrobeat genre. For the latest news, updates, and bookings, please visit
www.ampl.ink/y2moxygen or follow him on social media@y2moxygen.
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MUSIC

Here are songs by Y2m Oxygen:

https://y2moxygen.com

HUSTLE:
CLICK TO STREAMHUSTLE ON GOOGLE DRIVE
CLICK TO STREAMHUSTLE ON SPOTIFY

OWO (AMAPIANO)
CLICK TO STREAM OWO AMAPIANO ON GOOGLE DRIVE
CLICK TO STREAM OWO AMAPIANO ON SPOTIFY

TUNES FT ISOLATE ARAFADA
CLICK TO STREAM TUNES ON GOOGLE DRIVE
CLICK TO STREAM TUNES ON SPOTIFY

JINJA FT DJ KAMOL x ABORITAYIN x OSYZAE
CLICK TO STREAM JINJA ON GOOGLE DRIVE
CLICK TO STREAM JINJA ON SPOTIFY

ONEMILLIE
CLICK TO STREAM ONEMILLIE ON GOOGLE DRIVE
CLICK TO STREAM ONEMILLIE ON SPOTIFY

SEX AND LOVE
CLICK TO STREAM SEX AND LOVE ON GOOGLE DRIVE
CLICK TO STREAM SEX AND LOVE ON SPOTIFY

https://y2moxygen.com
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BDIAGn9RMZKux-YP6INlIYo9KME2aeCE/view?usp=sharing
https://open.spotify.com/track/14FL0Yc7evfkhxQ2nUPT4g?si=319524ea31334bd1
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1dVJx0FVTErCI-iIfyMEuVJ8gmeYe36o8/view?usp=sharing
https://open.spotify.com/album/2UQpq07fEn4VqVNPs7X2PE
https://drive.google.com/file/d/11845pZfsgHpS_GURDyauBW1yAXnWVXAA/view?usp=sharing
https://open.spotify.com/album/2ymTCXu8JBFiMxaJTZl8Gy
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tRwIIlQK1RIgojr7Uj8tRhfsMYtBL08n/view?usp=sharing
https://open.spotify.com/album/0uuliSHPicAPuUmiAukqDX
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1emlzMvPUTS0ctf-wFlL48aPzhTX271pg/view?usp=sharing
https://open.spotify.com/album/4rYDvLH7s4QcoHheeKixdN
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1L7CNDwYv7Pbg6jsF1RsXjXJUEcgHQ_EN/view?usp=sharing
https://onerpm.link/842280136006/


MAYAN
Dropping Soon……

VIDEOS

1. Lofe O�cial Music Video

https://youtu.be/UE45oesvdOA
OR
CLICK TOWATCH VIDEO ON YOUTUBE

2. Rabba O�cial Music Video

https://youtu.be/C-MxlJ7h3PQ
OR
CLICK TOWATCH VIDEO ON YOUTUBE

3. Hustle O�cial Music Video

https://youtu.be/AvteGUlB438
OR
CLICK TOWATCH VIDEO ON YOUTUBE

4. Short Clips of live performance Video

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNPSJggJYPt/

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNPQS1DJqCm/
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SOCIAL LINKS

FOLLOW Y2M OXYGEN

Instagram:@y2moxygen
Twitter: @y2moxygen
Facebook: @y2moxygen
TikTok: @y2moxygen
Youtube: @y2moxygen
VAmpr: @y2moxygen
Threads: @y2moxygen

CONTACT INFORMATION

TEL: +2348117148970
WHATSAPP: +2349082177704
EMAIL: y2moxygen@gmail.com, yekinimonsuru@gmail.com
WEBSITE: https://ampl.ink/y2moxygen and https://audiohitlab.com
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#Y2MOxygen #EPK #Afrobeat #Amapiano #MusicArtist #ElectrifyingPerformances
#InfectiousBeats #RisingStar #NigerianMusic #AfroFusion #CaptivatingLyrics
#MagneticStagePresence #MusicIndustry #CriticalAcclaim #Fanbase
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